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EPA Strategic 

Plan FY18 – FY22

 Refocus the agency back to its 

core mission

 Restore power to the states 

through cooperative federalism

 Lead the Agency through 

improved processes and adhere 

to the rule of law



Regional Administrator  
Anne Idsal

 Joined EPA – R6 in December 2017

 Former General Counsel

 Texas General Land Office

 Texas Commission on Environmental 

Quality





Improving the way we 

work together

 1986 NPDES program authorization documents  and MOA

 Permit review streamlining procedures

 Will work with ADEQ

 Lessons learned from the R6/TCEQ Lean process improvement event

 Cooperate and collaborate with ADEQ

 Identify and address most important water quality priorities in the state

 Done through the Clean Water Act 303(d) process

 Respond to 3rd party rulemakings that affect Clean Water 
Act Programs



Will EPA depend more on State decisions relating to 3rd

party rulemakings?, 303(d), regulation revisions, etc.?

- “Staffing up” limited

- Currently, two (2) WQS staff cover:

- 5 states

- 12 authorized tribes

 Water Division is in process of reassigning 

one additional staff member

 Coordination has been a challenge



Nutrient Criteria and Limits

 Combating nitrogen and phosphorus pollution through activities:

 Numeric nutrient criteria

 Critical tool for protecting and restoring a waterbody's designated uses

 Effective waterbody monitoring critical for:

 Attaining designated uses

 Facilitating formulation of NPDES discharge permits

 Simplifying development of TMDLs



Nutrient Criteria 
and Limits (cont.)

 Two alternatives for deriving 
nutrient quantitative endpoints

 Developing quantitative numeric 
nutrient criteria is a significant 
commitment

 Adoption not on horizon for AR

 With no criteria, permit limits can 
be assigned where there are 
established:

 TMDL waste load allocations 
(WLAs)

 Numeric threshold values

 Site specific limits or other state 
standards



Beaver Lake
Assigned specific numeric water quality standards (chlorophyll a and 

Secchi transparency)



Arkansas WQS

 Point source discharges into the 

watersheds of Arkansas’ 303(d) list 

(with phosphorus as the major 

cause)

 The WQS further provide for ADEQ 

to limit point source discharges of 

significant phosphorus to waters 

within listed nutrient surplus 

watersheds

Facility design flow 

(mgd)

Total phosphorus 

discharge limit 

(mg/L)

= or > 15 case by case

3 to < 15 1.0

1 to < 3 2.0

0.5 to 1.0 5.0

< 0.5 case by case



Arkansas TMDLs

 Arkansas has developed, and EPA 
has approved, TMDL documents that 
address nutrient impairments in:

 Poteau River

 Town Branch

 Osage Creek

 Rolling Fork

 TMDLs assign phosphorus load 
allocations to wastewater discharges 
to reduce nutrient pollution in these 
impaired water bodies



Arkansas 

TMDLs 

(cont.)

 Four additional TMDLs assigning load 

allocations for wastewater dischargers of 

nitrates and ammonia to:

 Stone Dam Creek

 Big Creek

 ELCC Tributary

 Town Branch



Permitted Dischargers - Arkansas

 Permitted wastewater dischargers include:

 114 individual major

 670 individual minor

 Authorized non-stormwater dischargers (approximately 500) and 

stormwater dischargers (approximately 3000) are covered by general 

permits,

 Approximately 7% (54 of the 784) individual permittees have phosphorus limits

 Fewer than 4% (30 of 784) have nitrogen limits



Dissolved Minerals Criteria

 The state is interested in EPA’s criteria 

methodology which uses specific 

conductivity as an indicator of minerals 

levels

 Specific conductivity is measure of water 

salinity or ionic concentration

 Elevated levels can negatively impact 

aquatic life in freshwaters

 Easily, inexpensively and quickly measured



Specific 

Conductivity

EPA draft document

Currently in the process of being 

finalized



Conclusion


